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Abstract—Multi-field packet classification is a fundamental
function that enables routers to support a variety of network
services. Most of the existing multi-field packet classification
algorithms can be divided into two classes: cutting-based and
merging-based solutions. However, neither of them is scalable
with respect to memory requirement for all rule sets with various
characteristics. This paper makes several observations on reallife rule sets and proposes a novel hybrid scheme to leverage the
desirable features of the two classes of algorithms. We propose a
SRAM-based parallel multi-pipeline architecture to achieve high
throughput. Several challenges in mapping the hybrid algorithm
onto the architecture are addressed. Extensive simulations and
FPGA implementation results show that the proposed scheme
sustains 80 Gbps throughput for minimum size (40 bytes) packets
while consuming a small amount of on-chip resources for large
rule sets consisting of up to 10K unique entries.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As the Internet evolves, it becomes necessary for nextgeneration routers to support a variety of network applications
such as firewall processing, Quality of Service differentiation,
traffic billing, and other value added services. These applications are enabled by multi-field packet classification where an
Internet Protocol (IP) packet is classified based on the multiple
fields in the packet header such as the 32-bit source/destination
IP addresses (denoted SA/DA), 16-bit source/destination port
numbers (denoted SP/DP), and 8-bit transport layer protocol
(denoted Prtl). Individual entries for classifying a packet are
called rules which specify the value ranges of each field in
the packet header. Due to the rapid growth of the rule set
size, as well as the link rate, multi-field packet classification
has become one of the fundamental challenges in designing
high speed routers. For example, the current link rate has been
pushed beyond the OC-768 rate, i.e. 40 Gbps, which requires
processing a packet every 8 ns in the worst case (where the
packets are of minimum size i.e., 40 bytes). Such throughput
is impossible using existing software-based solutions [1].
Most of recent research on high-throughput packet classification engines are based on ternary content addressable
memories (TCAMs) [2]–[4] or various hashing-based schemes
such as Bloom Filters [5]–[7]. However, as shown in [8]–
[10], TCAMs are not scalable with respect to clock rate,
power consumption, or circuit area, compared to static random
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access memories (SRAMs). Most of TCAM-based solutions
also suffer from range expansion when converting ranges into
prefixes [3], [4]. Bloom Filters have become popular due to
their O(1) time performance and low memory requirement.
However, a secondary module is needed to resolve false
positives inherent in Bloom Filters. Such a secondary module
may be slow and can limit the overall performance [11].
As an alternative, our work focuses on optimizing
and mapping state-of-the-art packet classification algorithms
onto SRAM-based parallel architectures such as fieldprogrammable gate array (FPGA). We are aware of the timestorage tradeoff in designing packet classification algorithms
for software-based implementation [12]. However in hardware,
the time cost in terms of the number of memory accesses can
be alleviated using pipeline architectures, while the limited
amount of on-chip memories becomes the major constraint.
Thus our main concern is to develop scalable packet classification algorithms with low memory requirement so that large
rule sets (e.g. 10K entries) can be supported on a single device.
Most existing packet classification algorithms fall into two
classes: cutting-based and merging-based approaches. The
cutting-based algorithms (e.g. HyperCuts [13]), cut the multidimensional search space recursively, resulting in a tree with
various number of branches at each internal node. Such
algorithms usually scale well and are suitable for rule sets
in which the rules have little overlap with each other. The
merging-based algorithms (e.g. BV [14]), perform independent
search on each field and finally merge the search results from
all the fields. Such algorithms are desirable for hardware
implementation due to their parallel search on multiple fields.
But substantial storage is usually needed to merge the singlefield search results into the final result [9].
We observe that neither of the above two types of algorithms
exhibits good storage scalability for all types of rule sets with
different characteristics. Cutting-based algorithms suffer from
rule overlapping, though they usually outperform mergingbased algorithms for large rule sets. Merging-based algorithms
have poor storage scalability, but have consistent performance
for various rule sets regardless of the overlap among the
rules. We further observe that most of the rule overlaps can
be reduced by removing few rules from the original rule
set. Based on the motivation to combine cutting-based and
merging-based algorithms to achieve better storage scalability,
this paper makes following contributions.

By conducting experiments on several real-life rule sets,
we identify the pros and cons of the representative algorithms of cutting-based and merging-based approaches,
respectively. A new metric, named Overlap Degree, is
proposed to quantify the rule overlap.
• A hybrid scheme is proposed to combine the desirable
features of cutting-based and merging-based algorithms.
We extract the rules that have most overlap with others
from the original rule set. These rules are placed in a
separate subset called the common set. The BV algorithm
is used to search the common set whose size is usually
small. The remaining rules, with much less overlap, are
built into a decision tree using the HyperCuts algorithm.
• The search process is parallelized by placing the common
set and the decision tree in two separate modules. Both
the single-field search in BV and the decision tree search
in HyperCuts are regarded as some form of tree traversal,
which can be pipelined to achieve high throughput.
• Several challenges in mapping the decision tree onto a
pipeline architecture are addressed. We introduce a finegrained node-to-stage mapping scheme which balances
the memory distribution across the stages by allowing two
tree nodes on the same level to be mapped onto different
stages. We also present the circuit design which enables
on-the-fly updating the number of branches on multiple
packet header fields in each decision tree node.
• Simulation experiments using various real-life data sets
show that the proposed hybrid scheme achieves much
better storage scalability than either cutting-based or
merging-based algorithms. Hardware implementation results show that our architecture can store 10K 5-field rules
in a single state-of-the-art FPGA, and it sustains 80 Gbps
throughput for minimum size (40 bytes) packets.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews the HyperCuts [13] and the BV [14] algorithms,
which are representative of cutting-based and merging-based
algorithms, respectively. Section III analyzes the impact of rule
overlap on the performance of HyperCuts and BV, and proposes a hybrid scheme. Section IV presents the SRAM-based
pipeline architecture. Section V evaluates the performance of
our solution. Section VI concludes the paper.
•

II. BACKGROUND
A vast number of packet classification algorithms have
been published over the past decade (see [1], [9] for a
survey). As representatives of cutting-based and mergingbased algorithms, respectively, HyperCuts [13] and BV [14]
are considered among the most scalable algorithms.
HyperCuts [13] is a cutting-based algorithm. It takes a
geometric view of the packet classification problem. Each rule
is abstracted as a hypercube in a D-dimensional space where
D is the number of fields in a rule. Each packet header defines
a point in this D-dimensional space. Given a set of rules,
the HyperCuts algorithm employs several heuristics to cut
the space recursively into smaller subspaces, along multiple
dimensions in each step. Each subspace ends up with fewer

rules, until the number of rules contained by the subspace
is small so that it permits a low-cost linear search to find
the best matching rule. Such cutting procedure results in a
decision tree where different nodes have various number of
branches. After the decision tree is built, the algorithm to
classify a packet is simple. Based on the value of the packet
header, the search algorithm follows the cutting sequence to
locate the target subspace (i.e. a leaf node in the decision
tree), and then performs a linear search on the rules in this
subspace. Figure 1 shows a geometrical representation of a
set of 2-field rules and an example HyperCuts decision tree
for the rule set. Like other cutting-based packet classification
algorithms, HyperCuts suffers from memory explosion due to
rule duplication. For example, as shown in Figure 1, rules R1
and R2 are replicated into multiple children nodes. We identify
the overlap between different rules as one major source of rule
duplication. Taking the rule set in Figure 1 as an example,
since R1 overlaps with R2, R3 and R6, no matter how we cut
the space, R1 will be replicated into the nodes which contain
R2, R3 or R6. Let N denote the number of rules and D the
number of fields in a rule. The worst-case memory requirement
of HyperCuts is O(N D ). On the other hand, without rule
duplication, HyperCuts requires O(N ) memory only.
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Fig. 1. Example of HyperCuts decision tree. ((a) X and Y axes correspond
to the 2 fields of the rules. (b) A rounded rectangle in yellow denotes an
internal tree node, and a rectangle in gray a leaf node.)

The BV algorithm [14] is a merging-based algorithm targeted for hardware implementation. First it performs search on
each individual field, concurrently for all the fields. This step
can be conducted via some standard single field lookup technique, such as binary search and longest prefix match (LPM).
The search on each field returns a bit vector where each bit
represents a rule. A bit is set to “1” if the corresponding rule is
matched on this field; otherwise the bit is reset to “0”. Then the
result of the bitwise AND operation on these bit vectors from
all fields indicates the set of rules that matches a given packet.
BV can provide high throughput at the cost of low memory
efficiency. Given N rules with D fields, since the projection of
the N rules on each field may have U = O(N ) unique values
and each value corresponds to one N -bit vector, the memory
requirement of BV algorithms is U ∗ N ∗ D = O(N 2 ).
Intuitively, effective combination of HyperCuts and BV
algorithms should result in memory requirement between
O(N ) and O(N 2 ).
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We conducted experiments on 6 real-life and synthetic 5field rule sets from [15] to compare the memory requirement (in terms of bytes per rule) of HyperCuts and BV.
Several configurable parameters of the HyperCuts algorithm
were set as follows: bucketSize = 32, spf ac = 2. Table
I shows the Overlap Degree of the rule sets as well as
the experimental results for both HyperCuts and BV. For
the small rule sets, BV achieved lower memory requirement
when the Overlap Degree becomes higher, while HyperCuts
suffered from rule overlaps. For the large rule sets, the
memory requirement of HyperCuts was affected heavily by the
Overlap Degree of the rule set, while that of BV was more
consistent. HyperCuts outperformed BV for rule sets with little
rule overlap, while BV required much lower memory for rule
sets with high rule overlapping.

Rule set
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III. A NALYSIS AND A LGORITHMS
A. Analysis and Motivation
As discussed in Section II, overlapping rule can affect
the memory requirement of packet classification algorithms.
We propose a new metric, called Overlap Degree, to
quantify the rule overlap. Equations (1) and (2) define the
Overlap Degree for a rule and for a rule set, respectively,
where r denotes a rule, R a rule set, No (r) the number of
rules overlapping with r, and |R| the number of rules in R.

TABLE I
M EMORY REQUIREMENT OF H YPER C UTS AND BV
Bytes/rule
# of rules
Overlap Degree
HyperCuts
BV
752
0.0101
32.58
71.80
1550
0.0161
128.52
61.57
269
0.1327
399.18
40.72
9603
0.0007
54.22
789.22
9037
0.0051
2378.35
788.69
9311
0.0964
12554.18
1582.18

We also conducted experiments on these rule sets to identify
the source of rule overlap. We counted the Overlap Degree
for each rule. Then we obtained the number of rules over
different Overlap Degree. Figure 2 shows the rule distribution over Overlap Degree for all 6 rule sets. Logarithmic
(base 10) scale is used for the X axis. The Y axis shows the
normalized values obtained by dividing the number of rules
with a specific Overlap Degree by the total number of rules.
According to Figure 2, most of rules in a rule set have little
overlap with other rules.
Based on the above observations, we propose to partition
the original rule set into two subsets. One subset contains
a small number of rules with high Overlap Degree. We
call this subset the common set. The rules in the common
set, called common rules, can be matched using mergingbased algorithms such as BV. The other subset contains the

Rule distribution over Overlap Degree

Fig. 2.

remaining rules with much lower Overlap Degree, which are
suitable for using cutting-based algorithms such as HyperCuts.
Figure 3 illustrates the application of our idea for the example
rule set shown in Figure 1.
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Motivating example

B. Building the Decision Tree and the Common Set
Motivated by the above idea, we integrate the common set
construction into the HyperCuts tree building algorithm, as
shown in Figure 4, where n denotes a node, r a rule and N B
the number of bits selected. The algorithm cuts the multidimensional search space until the resulting node contains no
more than bucketSize rules. Then this node becomes a leaf
node. At each step, we use a similar method as HyperCuts to
choose the optimal number of cutting bits from each field.
After the bits from each field is selected, we identify the
common rules and push them into the common set. We set
a T hreshold, whose value is between 0 and 1. A rule r is

identified as a common rule if it satisfies condition (3), where
K denotes the total number of children nodes of the current
node and KC (r) the number of children nodes containing r.
A parameter called commonSize is used to configure the
maximum number of rules in the common set.
KC (r)
>= T hreshold
K
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

(3)

Initialize the root node and push it into nodeList.
while nodeList = null do
n ← P op(nodeList)
if n.numrule < bucketSize then
Push n into the list of leaf nodes.
Continue.
end if
N BSA ← OptN umBit(n.SA)
N BDA ← OptN umBit(n.DA)
N BSP ← OptN umBit(n.SP )
N BDP ← OptN umBit(n.DP )
N BP rtl ← OptN umBit(n.P rtl)
N B = N BSA + N BDA + N BSP + N BDP + N BP rtl
while commonSet.size < commonSize do
r ← CommonRule(n, N BSA , N BDA , N BSP ,
N BDP , N BP rtl )
Push r into commonSet.
end while
for i ← 0 to 2N B − 1 do
ni ← CreateN ode(n, i)
Push ni into nodeList.
end for
end while
Fig. 4.

Algorithm: Building the decision tree and the common set

The BV algorithm is used to match the rules in the common
set. For each field, a quad search tree is built using the
endpoints of the elementary ranges, which are the projections
of the rules on the field. Range matching is performed by
traversing the quad tree. Each elementary range corresponds
to a bit vector indicating the possible matching rules.
IV. H ARDWARE A RCHITECTURE
Field-programmable gate array (FPGA) technology has become an attractive option for implementing real-time network processing engines [4], [7], [16], due to its ability to
reconfigure and massive parallelism. State-of-the-art SRAMbased FPGA devices such as Xilinx Virtex-5 [17] provide high
clock rate and large amount of on-chip dual-port memory with
configurable word width.
A. Architecture Overview
We propose a SRAM-based multi-pipeline architecture,
shown in Figure 5. The common set and the decision tree
are implemented as two separate modules. For each input
packet, we perform the search on the two modules in parallel.
The search results from common set and the decision tree are

directed to the priority resolver, which finally outputs the rule
with the higher priority. We also exploit the dual-port RAMs
provided by state-of-the-art FPGAs to achieve high throughput
of two packets per clock cycle.
B. Search in Common Set
We employ quad trees to perform the range search on each
field of the packet header. The search process is pipelined by
assigning each tree level to a separate memory block. Instead
of explicitly storing the pointers of children nodes at each tree
node, we obtain the address of the children node by cascading
the address of the current node with the comparison results at
the current level. The search process ends at leaf nodes and
returns the matching bit vector for the field.
After retrieving the bit vectors from all the fields, bitwise
AND operations are performed to merge the bit vectors. Then
the final matching bit vector is directed to the priority encoder
to retrieve the ID of the highest-priority rule.
C. Mapping the Decision Tree onto Pipeline
Although the HyperCuts algorithm has been claimed to
be easily pipelined [13], we are not aware of its hardware
implementation. It is unclear how to implement a decision tree
where each node has various number of branches. A simple
solution is hard-wiring the connections, which however cannot
update the tree structure on-the-fly. We propose a circuit design
using left and right shifters. Given an input packet field f ,
its left shift offset is the number of cutting bits of f , while
its right shift offset is the sum of the number of cutting bits
of preceding fields. The shifted-out value of f is then ORed
with those from other fields to get the memory address offset
for accessing the children nodes. The number of cutting bits
for each field is stored in memory. Thus, we can update the
memory to change the decision tree structure, as the rules are
updated.
Moreover, the size of the memory in each pipeline stage
must be determined before hardware implementation. The
static mapping scheme is to simply map each level of the
decision tree onto a separate stage. However, the memory distribution across the stages can vary widely. Allocating memory
with the maximum size for each stage can result in large
memory wastage [18]. The problem is to map the decision tree
onto a linear pipeline to achieve balanced memory distribution
over the stages, while sustaining a throughput of two packets
per clock cycle. The challenge comes from the various number
of words needed for different tree nodes.
The above problem is a variant of packing problems, and
can be proved to be NP-complete. We use a fine-grained
mapping scheme similar as [19] to allow the nodes on the same
level of the tree to be mapped onto different pipeline stages.
This provides more flexibility in mapping the tree nodes, and
helps achieve a balanced memory distribution across the stages
in a pipeline. There is only one constraint to be followed:
Constraint 1. If node A is an ancestor of node B in the
tree, then A must be mapped to a stage preceding the stage
to which B is mapped.
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Pipeline architecture for the hybrid scheme

We use a simple method to enable such fine-grained nodeto-stage mapping. Each node stored in the local memory of a
pipeline stage has one extra field: the distance to the pipeline
stage where the child node is stored. When a packet passes
through the pipeline, the distance value is decremented by
1 when it goes through a stage. When the distance value
becomes 0, the child node’s address is used to access the
memory in that stage.
D. Rule Update
Since our architecture is linear and memory-based, on-thefly update without disturbing the ongoing operations is feasible. We update the memory in the pipeline by inserting write
bubbles [20]. The new content of the memory is computed
offline. When an update is initiated, a write bubble with an
assigned ID is inserted into the pipeline. Each stage has a
write bubble table. The table stores the update information
associated with the write bubble ID. When a write bubble
arrives at the stage prior to the stage to be updated, the write
bubble uses its ID to look up the write bubble table. The
bubble then retrieves (1) the memory address to be updated in
the next stage, (2) the new content for that memory location,
and (3) a write enable bit. If the write enable bit is set, the new
content will be used to update the specified memory location
of the next stage. All packets preceding or following the write
bubble can perform their operations without interruption.
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
To evaluate the effectiveness of our schemes, we conducted
simulation experiments using rule sets from [15]. These synthetic rule sets are generated using ClassBench [21], with
parameter files extracted from real-life rules. The size of the
rule sets varies from hundreds of to tens of thousands of rules.

A. Algorithm Evaluation
The key performance metric is the average memory size per
rule which represents the scalability of the algorithm. We set
the same values for these parameters shared by HyperCuts:
bucketSize = 32, spf ac = 2, which were the typical settings
for HyperCuts. The other parameters for our scheme were
commonSize = 128, T hreshold = 1. A series of our
experiments showed that such settings were near optimal. Due
to space limitation, the detailed results are omitted here. As
Table II shows, our scheme outperformed both HyperCuts and
BV with respect to storage scalability.
TABLE II
M EMORY REQUIREMENT OF ALGORITHMS FOR VARIOUS RULE SETS
Rule sets

# of rules

acl 100
acl 1K
acl 5K
acl 10K
ipc 100
ipc 1K
ipc 5K
ipc 10K
f w 100
f w 1K
f w 5K
f w 10K

98
916
4415
9603
99
938
4460
9037
92
791
4653
9311

Our scheme
24.44
22.98
24.83
25.51
23.65
25.63
49.46
43.30
56.63
215.06
255.13
248.54

Bytes/rule
HyperCuts
27.78
38.15
59.64
54.22
24.57
61.34
406.80
2378.35
113.37
6110.58
16132.65
12554.18

BV
47.35
91.63
257.23
789.22
69.16
176.03
358.61
788.69
27.46
67.08
691.69
1582.18

B. Architecture Implementation
We mapped the largest rule set, acl 10K, onto the proposed
pipeline architecture with 16 stages. As Figure 6 shows,
our mapping scheme achieved much more balanced memory
distribution across the stages than the static mapping scheme.
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implementation results show that our solution can store large
rule sets on a single device. It sustains 80 Gbps throughput,
which is twice the current backbone network link rate. To
the best of our knowledge, this design is among few packet
classification engines achieving over 40 Gbps throughput
while supporting 10K unique rules. Our future work includes
developing adaptive schemes to automatically find the optimal
commonSize for different rule sets.

Memory distribution over 16 stages for acl 10K

TABLE III
R ESOURCE UTILIZATION
Used
Available
Number of Slices
6,557
30,720
Number of bonded IOBs
236
960
Number of Block RAMs
321
456

Utilization
21%
24%
70%

Based on the mapping results for acl 10K, we implemented
our design on FPGA using Xilinx ISE 10.1 development
tools. The target device was Xilinx Virtex-5 XC5VFX200T
with -2 speed grade. Post place and route results showed that
our design achieved a clock frequency of 125 MHz while
consuming a small amount of on-chip resources as shown in
Table III.
Table IV compares our design with the state-of-the-art
hardware-based packet classification engines. For fair comparison, the results of the FPGA-based work were scaled to
Xilinx Virtex-5 based on the maximum clock frequency 1 .
The values in parentheses are the original data reported in
the corresponding papers. Considering the time-storage tradeoff in various designs, we used a new performance metric,
called Efficiency. Efficiency was defined as the ratio of the
throughput to the average amount of memory per rule. Our
design outperformed the other designs including the ASICbased solutions with respect to both throughput and Efficiency.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper analyzed the impact of rule overlap on the
scalability of cutting-based and merging-based packet classification algorithms. A hybrid scheme was proposed to leverage
the desirable features of both algorithms so that the low
memory requirement was achieved for rule sets with various characteristics. We mapped the hybrid scheme onto a
SRAM-based multi-pipeline architecture and addressed several
implementation challenges. Extensive simulation and FPGA
1 The BV-TCAM paper [4] does not present implementation results regarding the throughput. We used the predicted value given in [4].

Packet classification engines
Our approach
Optimized HyperCuts [19]
Simplified HyperCuts [22]
BV-TCAM [4]
2sBFCE [7]
Memory-based DCFL [16]
B2PC [6]

Platform
FPGA
FPGA
FPGA
FPGA
FPGA
FPGA
ASIC
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TABLE IV
P ERFORMANCE COMPARISON
# of rules
Total memory used (Kbytes)
9603
245
9603
612
10000
286
222
16
4000
178
128
221
3300
540

Throughput (Gbps)
80
80.23
10.84 (5.12)
10 (N/A)
2.06 (1.88)
24 (16)
13.6

Efficiency (Gbps/KB)
3135.67
1358.9
379.0
138.8
46.3
13.9
83.1

